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Being with Pain
 

While they do exist, individuals who lack the capacity to feel physical pain are rare. One might
relish the thought of never having to endure another excruciating headache but, ironically, these
same individuals do not live long. Pain, while unpleasant, is a necessary signal of threat that is
crucial to our ability to avoid harm’s way. But why must we suffer in the presence of pain? Would it
not be enough to have a warning system that simply alerted us? Interestingly, some 2500 years
ago it was suggested that, indeed, the acute aspect of pain, upon which we’re dependent for
survival, does not necessarily have to be associated with suffering. This teaching is attributed to
the Buddha, who spoke about the first and second arrows of pain; the former being the warning
signal and the later the unnecessary suffering bestowed upon the individual as a result of their
untrained mind[1]. It could be argued that in fact Buddhism has pain to thank for its existence.
Allegedly, it was the Buddha’s realization that all beings suffer that led him to seek a solution. The
result was a series of practices and theories that are still widely used today and which have
purportedly evolved to fit the needs of those suffering throughout the ages.
 
Buddhism seems to be in the midst of another transition, where traditional ideas are making their
way West and being scrutinized under the lens of science. The scientific study of pain is certainly
not new but has only gained a head of steam in the past two decades. This has coincided with the
advent of brain imaging techniques such as MRI, which have allowed scientists to see that pain is
more complicated than once thought. Rather than a single center in the brain receiving signals
from hurt body parts, an intricate network of interconnected regions underlies our experience of
pain. The precise role each area plays is still a matter of some debate. It has only been in the past
five years that studies have started to investigate how meditative practice may impact pain[2]. As
we will see, although the story is far from complete, it echoes the words the Buddha said centuries
ago. Over the next few pages I’ll distil the current state of scientific knowledge concerning
meditation-related pain reduction. In doing so, the link between pain and compassion, from a
scientific perspective, should also become clear.
 
Pain in the Brain
 
The experience of pain is far from the simple burning or stabbing feeling it seems to be when
touching a hot stove or pinching one’s finger. It is believed that the experience can be dissociated
into several dimensions[3]. The sensory-discriminative dimension allows us to locate the sensation
on the body and perceive its strength or intensity. The affective-motivational dimension of pain
relates more to the way the offending stimulus makes you feel. That is, pain is nearly always
associated with an emotional response. Lastly, there are cognitive-evaluative aspects of pain
perception, which are less experiential in nature and more involved in shaping or modulating the
experience. For example, anxiety of an upcoming painful stimulus is known to influence how it is
eventually perceived[4]. In the brain, activity in a large number of regions underlies our experience
of pain, some of which are visible in Figure 1. Generally, the sensory-discriminative aspect of pain
is believed to be processed by primary and secondary somatosensory cortices (SI, SII), the
thalamus (Thal) and parts of the insula (INS) where brain activity corresponds to participants’
ratings of how intense the stimulus was[5]. The affective-motivational dimension of pain is thought
to be processed in the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and different parts of the INS, where ratings
of pain unpleasantness are often found to correspond with brain activity levels[6]. It should be
noted that these distinctions are certainly not absolute and, further, that these regions do much
more than respond to painful situations, having known roles in general processes such as attention
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(ACC). Finally, the PFC is a large region involved in higher cognitive functions such as volition,
attention and memory[7], which, in terms of pain, is thought to underlie evaluation, appraisal or
memory related to the stimulus[8]. Together, a typical neural response to pain generally involves
increased activity of the so-called pain neuro-matrix: SI, SII Thal and INS (reflecting felt intensity),
ACC and INS (reflecting felt unpleasantness) and PFC, thought to reflect memory or stimulus
evaluation. Additional brain regions are involved in modulating painful experience. The so-called
descending modulatory system involves the PFC and deeper brain structures such as the
periaqueductal gray and the rostroventral medulla[9]. These areas reduce incoming pain signals by
releasing opioids in the brain. We turn now to the question of how meditative practice might
influence pain perception.

The Basics: How Concentration-Based Meditation May Influence Pain
 
There are many formulations of Buddhism and a great number of meditative practices. Common to
most lineages is a form of basic training where one learns to wrangle the mind. Such practices are
aimed at calming the often overactive mind by teaching one, among other things, to sustain
attention. Scientifically these practices are referred to as “concentrative” or “focused attention”
meditation techniques[10] (see box VII and chapter 11). Given that attention alters the way we
perceive things, even these early stages of training may influence pain perception. For example, if
attention is firmly directed to one stimulus it can cause others to go unnoticed. Brain imaging
studies have shown that stimulus-related brain activity is stronger if one is focused on the stimulus.
This holds for pain. Directing one’s attention to a painful stimulus increases brain activity in areas
that process these inputs and importantly also increases the experience of pain[11]. Conversely,
distraction can effectively reduce pain, but this depends on how strong and persistent the stimulus
is[12]. A fascinating case study was published in 2005 of a Yogi who claimed to experience no
pain while meditating[13]. Researchers applied painful (but safe) laser stimulation to his hand in a
normal waking state and scanned his brain. The procedure was repeated during meditation. Pain-
related regions that were active in the normal state were absent in the meditation scans and,
fittingly, he reported not having felt the stimulation. The meditation practice employed was not
reported but Yogic techniques tend to focus on concentration. One possibility is that he had
learned to deploy his attention so fully in his practice that he cut off conscious perception of other
events; a kind of volitional distraction. While intriguing, too much weight cannot be given to a case
study until it is replicated with a larger sample. Luckily, more modest amounts of practice also
seem to influence pain.
 
Our work suggests that practicing meditation for several years leads to changes in pain
perception[14], [15], [16]. In a preliminary study we recruited a group of Zen meditators and an
age/gender-matched control group[16]. During the thresholding procedure prior to the experiment
it became evident that the meditators were much less sensitive to thermal pain (applied to the leg)
than control subjects, requiring much hotter stimuli than controls to report moderate pain. This
finding is consistent with a previous study[17] that showed that learning to meditate increases
tolerance for cold-induced pain. During the experiment, participants were asked to attend to pain in
different ways. The conditions of interest were concentration: try to sustain your attention on the
stimulus at all times, and mindfulness: try to attend moment by moment, without automatic
judgment of the experience as negative or painful. As expected, pain reports were significantly
increased for control subjects during the concentration condition, whereas meditators showed no
change from their own baseline. We speculated that the Zen practitioners may have learned to be
more attentive towards their ongoing experiences in general and therefore, when asked explicitly
to focus, showed no change. This would be consistent with research showing that people perform
attention-demanding tasks with more proficiency after meditative training[18],[19]. However, this
would not explain why they were more tolerant of pain to begin with. In fact, one might expect the
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opposite. Hypervigilance, a clinical term, is associated with an exaggeration of negative
symptoms[20]. Increased attention to the pain, as just posited, should amplify the experience and
lower tolerance. Clearly something else must be involved. The mindfulness condition may hold part
of the answer.
 
Being Present: How Mindfulness-Based Meditation May Influence Pain
 
While concentrative meditation is said to stabilize the mind, an apparent insight of the Buddha was
that this was not sufficient to overcome suffering. Rather, he suggested one also needs insight;
insight into the idiosyncrasies of the mind, one’s behavior and even how one perceives (or doesn’t
perceive) the world. Enter mindfulness. Being mindful is being aware of what one is doing, while
one is doing it; being present. There is a notion of acceptance of things as they are, of simple
observation rather than elaborate judgment and reactivity. I believe this mental stance has much to
do with why meditators are less sensitive to pain.
 
Returning to the study I began to describe above, the second condition of interest was mindful
attention. This time control subjects reported no difference in pain from their own baseline while
meditators reported significantly reduced pain intensity and pain unpleasantness. Importantly, the
most experienced meditators had the strongest pain reductions and, as a group, the Zen
practitioners scored higher on a questionnaire measuring mindfulness. Given that during
mindfulness one places the attention on the experience itself, it is unlikely that the observed pain
reductions were due to distraction, as they may have been for the Yogi above. Rather, consistent
with descriptions of mindfulness, we suggested that Zen practitioners were better able to follow our
instructions of attending in the moment without automatic judgment. In support of our results, a
study published the following year found largely similar results in advanced Tibetan meditators[21].
However, unlike the Zen practitioners, Tibetan meditators only showed effects on the affective
dimension of pain. We move now to several brain imaging studies that have given us more insight
into these effects.
 
Brain imaging techniques such as functional MRI give one more power to distinguish between
competing hypotheses. In terms of meditation and pain, distraction should result in reduced pain
reports alongside brain activity reductions. Mindfulness should reduce pain and possibly increase
brain activity due to the attention allotted to the stimulus. Thus, our next study used fMRI to
measure the brain activity of our two groups during pain[15]. Only two conditions were included;
baseline (pay attention normally) and Zazen (Zen meditation). Control participants were instructed
were instructed in how to do Zazen one week prior to their scan. The results were quite intriguing.
After controlling for the strength of the stimuli (stronger in meditators), we found that pain-related
areas were more strongly activated for meditators than for controls during the normal attention
condition, despite equivalent pain ratings (Fig. 1 C, D). This finding supports the idea that the
meditators were directly focusing on the sensations and not simply distracting themselves.
Simultaneously, a whole series of brain regions had dramatically reduced activity for the meditators
during pain, but not for the controls (Fig. 1 A, B). These included the amygdala, hippocampus and
orbitofrontal, medial-prefrontal and dorsolateral-prefrontal cortices.
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Figure 1. Differences between meditators and non-meditators during pain in a non-meditative state. Central MRI
images show brain regions statistically different during pain (orange–yellow: meditators > controls), (blue–green:
controls > meditators). Corner insets show average activity levels for each group (right side of each box) as well as the
time course of the activity (left side) during pain trials (red) and warm trials (blue) for each group separately. Gray bars
represent where the stimulus was presented. A: right DLPFC, B: right med-PFC/OFC, C: left THAL, D: dACC spanning
the midline. R = right, L = left.
Taken from Grant J.A., Courtemanche J., Rainville P. A non-elaborative mental stance and decoupling of executive and
pain-related cortices predicts low pain sensitivity in Zen meditators.
Pain. 2011 Jan;152(1):150-6. This figure has been reproduced with permission of the International Association for the
Study of Pain (IASP). The figure may not be reproduced for any other purpose without permission.

 
The orbitofrontal cortex is known to receive sensory input (from all modalities) and integrate the
relative value or importance for the individual[22]. The amygdala is a key player in processing
emotion, most famously fear[23]. The hippocampus is a memory-related structure and works in
concert with the dorsolateral-prefrontal cortex, whereas the medial-prefrontal cortex has been
implicated in self-referential processing[24]. So what might all this mean?
 
While many potential explanations certainly exist for these results, the pattern of brain activity
maps extremely well onto the concept of mindfulness. First, mindfulness should involve monitoring
of the present experience (in this case pain), which would result in activation of the relevant
cortices (ACC, INS, SI, etc.). Second, monitoring occurs in the present moment and likely
precludes the production of elaborate mental narratives. Thus, one could postulate that this mental
stance would not require much in terms of memory or self-related processing, possibly accounting
for the hippocampal, dorsolateral- and medial-prefrontal activity reductions. A reduction in memory
processing should also limit stimulus evaluation, which necessarily involves comparison of present
to past or future. This may explain the orbitofrontal reduction. Finally, if there is less, or no,
evaluation and/or elaboration of the stimuli, one may be less likely to have a strong emotional
reaction, which could explain the amygdala reduction. While this would be a fitting explanation,
given the group being investigated, it is admittedly speculative and will require verification in future
studies with some kind of performance-based measures.

One final result from that study is of particular interest. We examined whether the brain areas listed
above were active (or inactive) in synchrony with each other during pain and whether this differed
between groups. We discovered that, during pain, meditators “functionally” disconnected the PFC
(dorsolateral) with a central pain-related region, the ACC. Information is thought to flow between
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these regions to guide our ongoing behavior[7]. Importantly, the meditators with the biggest
disconnection between these regions were those that required the hottest temperatures to report
pain. It is also important to keep in mind that these results are from the baseline condition. This
suggests that the meditators can modulate pain “on the fly” and raises interesting predictions as to
how their brains look during meditation. Those data are still in the process of being analyzed.
Taken together, the results of this study lend some support to ancient Buddhist claims, which posit
two aspects of pain: the sensation itself (first arrow) and the suffering that the mind creates as a
result (second arrow)[1]. The results also corroborate the claim that through meditative training one
can remove the second arrow of pain.
 
Importantly, studies by several teams appear to support this interpretation, with consistent findings
across different meditation traditions. An imaging study of Vipassana meditators also found
reduced pain with increased activation of pain-related areas (INS) and decreased lateral frontal
activity during pain in a meditative state[25]. A soon-to-be-published study from a group in
Wisconsin found strikingly similar results in advanced Tibetan meditators. The story may be a little
different for beginning meditators. Following a mere four days of training, previously untrained
individuals showed dramatically reduced pain[26]. Activation was decreased in SI, while reduced
pain reports correlated with increases in INS, ACC and orbitofrontal cortex (OFC). In a recent
review of the meditation/pain literature, we suggested that mindfulness may involve several
mechanisms that are partly dependent upon experience level[2]. The pain-area activations
(ACC/INS), alongside reduced pain (opposite to typical findings), suggest a novel form of sensory
monitoring where the physical properties and aversive nature of the experience are dissociated.
We suggested that beginners may accomplish this by reappraising their experience, reflected in
the OFC activations, whereas advanced practitioners may actually refrain from appraisal
altogether, evidenced by the widespread, but particularly frontal, deactivations. Interestingly, the
ACC and INS are known to code stimulus saliency[27], which may indicate that practice enhances
certain aspects of the stimuli. Alternatively, these activations may reflect the processes required to
carry out the practice itself. Other mechanisms such as reductions in anxiety, fear and
anticipation[28] likely also have a role in mindfulness-related pain reduction. Studies attempting to
tease apart the mechanisms of meditation-based analgesia are underway in a number of groups
around the world.

One implication of the baseline effects our group has observed is that training seems to have
lasting effects on a person. This is clearly important if such practices are to be useful in everyday
life. MRI also allows us to take detailed images of brain anatomy and quantify different tissues,
giving us an index of longer term changes. In a separate study, we measured gray matter
thickness in Zen practitioners and controls[14]. The gray matter is the thin sheet of cells covering
the outer surface of the brain that does the brain’s computing. We discovered that the meditators
also had thicker gray matter in several pain-related brain areas including the ACC. Recall that the
ACC played a major role in the functional MRI results explained above. Further, meditators with
more experience had thicker gray matter in this region and a thicker ACC was associated with a
higher temperature required to report moderate pain. Thus, there is evidence that meditating
changes the physical structure of the brain in highly specific ways, which may explain the ability to
modulate pain. However, one cannot exclude the possibility that meditators had thicker brains even
before they began to practice, although this seems unlikely given the relationship with their level of
experience. Further, there is now a report demonstrating change in gray matter following an 8-
week meditation program[29]. Following the intervention, participants had gray matter increases in
the hippocampus, posterior cingulate, temporo-parietal junction and cerebellum. And now you
might ask yourself, wasn’t this chapter supposed to have something to do with compassion?
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We now know that learning literally sculpts the brain. Meditative practices are no exception and,
importantly, Buddhism doesn’t end with mindfulness. Insight into interconnectedness,
impermanence and the universal nature of suffering is used to foster a sense of compassion. In
other chapters you can read about meditative techniques that aim to develop compassion.
Remarkably, this state may also reduce the suffering within the compassionate individual! Before
we proceed, several more pieces of the puzzle must be in place.
 
Research has shown that emotional and psychological pain activates similar brain regions as
physical pain. Being socially excluded activates ACC and anterior INS in proportion to the
participants’ reports of distress[30]. Pain-related regions are activated when we view other people
in pain[31]. Importantly, we are more likely to feel the pain of someone we care about, such as a
partner[32] or a fan of the same sports team[33]; people we empathize with. In situations not as
conducive to empathy, such as watching a rival fan in pain, there is less such brain activity. In a
different area of science it has been proposed that feelings of love, warmth and caring, and the
bonds between individuals that these feelings reflect, result from the release of beta-endorphins in
the brain[34]. These molecules are members of the opioid family, which underlie and reinforce the
rewarding effects of food and drugs. As such, it has been suggested that beta-endorphins
originally evolved to reinforce social bonds, crucial for survival in animals[35]. A biological
mechanism that encouraged individuals to form groups would promote survival and be preserved
through evolution. In modern times these bonds may come in the form of a partner, child or even a
fellow sports fan. These are the people whose pain we feel ourselves, the people we care about,
those we’re more likely to empathize with or feel compassion towards. If feelings of warmth and
caring are indeed associated with beta-endorphin release, it seems reasonable to suggest feelings
of compassion, which are described in much the same way, are also related to the natural release
of these opioids. There are some very intriguing implications of this possibility.
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Figure 2. A long-term Tibetan practitioner was asked to enter states of empathy (resonating with the suffering of
another) and compassion (generating feelings of warmth and love towards the suffering of another) while receiving pain
or viewing another person in pain. There was a selective reduction of the affective dimension of pain during
compassion.

 
As it turns out, opioids are the most powerful painkillers known[36].
Thus, if opioids are released naturally when one is in a state of compassion, it is quite possible that
the person would be less afflicted by their own physical, emotional or even vicariously experienced
pain. Further, opioids induce pleasurable feelings, hence their role in addiction. A more radical
proposition is that compassion may, in a sense, be addictive! As we learn to volitionally generate
compassion we may be learning to naturally release opioids. These chemicals would reinforce the
compassionate behavior through the positive feelings elicited. Ultimately, this should perpetuate
the cycle, as it does mal-adaptively in substance abuse. Importantly, evidence is beginning to
show this may actually be the case. Recent work from our lab, and others, suggests that brain
regions involved in opioid signaling are active during compassion (see chapter 13)[37], [38], [39].
Further, preliminary unpublished data in an advanced Tibetan monk suggests pain may also be
reduced in this state. While generating compassion, which we already know activates opioid areas
in this man’s brain, pain unpleasantness reports dropped substantially (figure 2). These results, if
they hold for larger samples, will be extremely important. Not only would compassionate behavior
lead to a kinder society through increased desire and motivation to help but the individual being
compassionate would suffer less in doing so.
 
To summarize this chapter, concentrative and mindfulness meditation seem to influence pain, but
likely through different means. Consistent with ancient claims, attending mindfully seems to reduce
pain, possibly through changes in the mental stance the individual takes towards the stimulus[1],
purportedly involving less appraisal of one’s experience. Compassion offers yet another intriguing
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avenue of pain reduction. This other-focus state, potentially propelled by opioids and feelings of
warmth, caring and love, would benefit both self and society and may even reinforce itself naturally.
This could provide a potential biological explanation for the Buddhist claim that compassion is the
path to freedom from suffering. Scientifically, there is certainly much work to be done but early
studies suggest meditative practice may be a very promising avenue to reduce pain and suffering.
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